STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE

- Phi Kappa Phi membership is earned
- Admission is invitation-only
- Requires nomination approval by our Chapter 96
HOW DOES PKP DIFFER FROM OTHER SOCIETIES?

➢ PKP celebrates all disciplines:
  • Upperclassmen
  • Graduate students who prove to be scholars throughout their academic careers
  • Faculty, professional staff, and alumni who achieve scholarly distinction
CONGRATULATIONS! YOU ARE

1. Junior who completed 72 credit hours within at least 24 semester hours + rank in **top 7.5% in their class**

2. Senior who completed at least 90 credit hours, with at least 24 semester hours + rank in the **top 10% of their class**

3. Graduate student who completed at least 18 graduate hours or the equivalent at their institution + rank in the **top 10% of their class**
WHY JOIN?

- Academic Recognition
- Career Resources
- Award
- Partner Discounts
- Internship Opportunities
- Society Services
- Society Publications
- Networking
MERIT PROGRAM

● What is Merit?

➤ http://www.phikappaphi.org/join/benefits/recogni
tion/merit#.WKcvXSMrKpS
PKP members are eligible to apply for numerous grants and awards, valued at $1.4 million each biennium

- $15,000 Fellowships for graduate school
- $500 Love of Learning grants for continuing education and professional development
- Study Abroad grants
Valuable discounts and services to its members, often at negotiated savings.

- AT&T
- Dell
- GEICO
- Lenovo
- Other PKP offers
OTHER SDSU PKP BENEFITS

1. Receive our National Scholarships and Fellowships e-newsletter to apply for other prestigious opportunities that fund graduate school

2. Special invitations to Fulbright and other information sessions

3. Personal statement workshops

4. Connections to faculty mentoring if you need help locating a faculty member on campus to conduct research
HOW TO JOIN?

- An official letter from the national PKP office (mailed to your web portal address)
- The SDSU membership code will be in the letter
- You pay on-line
- Annual Membership
PKP INDUCTION CEREMONY
Friday April 14th, 2017
Arts and Letters 201

New Members will:

- Be initiated and recognized at ceremony
- Receive a personalized membership certificate and card when you check in
- Be presented with the official Phi Kappa Phi pin
- May opt-in (on-line) to receive a personalized story and press release about their initiation
JUMP START YOUR CAREER WITH PHI KAPPA PHI

- PKP logo graphics and verification letters are available to enhance your résumé

- Recognition is much more than a line or a résumé

- When it’s time to apply for a job, a scholarship, or a graduate program, PKP materials can help you highlight your membership in the nation’s oldest, largest, and most selective honor society
JUMP START YOUR CAREER WITH PHI KAPPA PHI

- Opportunity to become part of a select community of top scholars and professionals

- Join a roster of top leaders in diverse fields

- More than 1 million members boasts doctors, lawyers, politicians and soldiers, plus educators, administrators, scientists and researchers, not to mention athletes and coaches, bankers and business people, writers and performers, and professionals in just about every other discipline imaginable.
CAREER SERVICES

- Career assistance through the Career Center and membership verification letters
- GS level upgrade for members seeking federal employment
- Podcasts on educational and career-related topics
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENDANCE!

Shannon Yandall
President, Phi Kappa Phi

Phi Kappa Phi
Chapter 96
Division of Undergraduate Studies

sdsupkp@mail.sdsu.edu
619-594-2871